
Server virtualization has emerged as a 
mainstream technology in recent years, and for 
good reason.

The benefits—more efficient use of servers, 
faster implementation, lower maintenance 
costs, and portability of workloads—are simply 
too compelling. According to Jeff Woolsey, 
principal program manager for cloud and 
enterprise at Microsoft, roughly half of all 
workloads that have come online since January 
2014 have been virtualized, and existing 
physical workloads are rapidly being migrated 
to virtual environments.

“Virtualization is ubiquitous,” Woolsey says. “It 
doesn’t make sense to run new workloads on 
a physical server.”

Server virtualization creates an image, or virtual 
machine (VM), that exists on a physical server, 
mating compute resources, input/output (I/O), 
and memory. This abstraction makes the VM 

Why and how the benefits of virtualization are being pushed beyond the server.

independent of the physical device—dozens 
can run on a single physical server, and VMs 
can be moved from machine to machine 
seamlessly.

BUILDING ON INTERACTION

Server virtualization is built on the interaction 
of three components: The multicore, hyper-
threaded processor, which determines 
how many virtual machines are viable; the 
computing and networking platform, whose 
random access memory (RAM) availability 
is also critical to workload density; and the 
hypervisor, the software that manages the 
VMs. Their integration is critical, and Intel, 
Cisco, and Microsoft have been collaborating 
to ensure the pieces of the puzzle fit together.

The integration of the Intel® Xeon® processor-
based Cisco Unified Computing System™ 
(Cisco UCS®) and Microsoft’s Hyper-V 
hypervisor gives organizations the tools 

Cisco and Intel® partnering in innovation

to wring those business benefits out of a 
virtualized environment—often by moving 
workloads out of the data center.

Intel has been refining its server processors 
to optimize their performance in a virtualized 
environment since its Pentium 4 micro-
architecture was released in 2005, according 
to longtime Intel engineer Tiags Thiyagarajah.

“Intel provides a set of new instructions and 
capabilities for virtualization,” Thiyagarajah 
says. This optimizes performance in hardware 
virtualization, networking virtualization, and 
directed access to server-side devices, he 
says. It also supports Hyper-V-specific second-
level address translation (SLAT), which reduces 
the memory overhead needed in a Hyper-V-
managed environment.
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Extending the value 
of virtualization
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REAPING THE BENEFITS 
OF VIRTUALIZATION

Learn more about how Microsoft and 
Cisco solutions can help virtualize 
and optimize your data center by 
visiting the Microsoft Virtualization and 
Management Solutions resource page 
on UnleashingIT.com.
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WORKLOAD PORTABILITY

A workload can be moved to any computer 
that can run Hyper-V and Microsoft System 
Center, whether it’s on a laptop in the same 
office, a mirroring data center for disaster 
recovery and business continuity, an 
associated branch office, or a cloud provider. 
Organizations can create hybrid clouds, 
keeping certain data and processes in-house 
for performance and governance reasons, 
while moving others to an outside provider 
for scalability. It’s a process called “shared-
nothing live migration”—moving a VM from 
one machine to another without having to   
provision storage.

“Hybrid cloud is integral to Microsoft’s 
strategy,” says Woolsey. “At the end of the 
day, we want customers to be able to run 
workloads where it makes business sense.”

NO BOUNDARIES TO VIRTUALIZATION

Virtualization also allows software-defined 
storage (SDS), which offers users access to all 
of an organization’s disparate data resources 
within a single window, regardless of their 
physical location, says Woolsey.

In fact, it’s hard to see a boundary for the 
potential use of virtualization. Virtual desktop 
infrastructure (VDI) allows mobile devices to 
run applications without exposing sensitive 
data. New communications systems are being 
built on Network Function Virtualization (NFV), 
which turns nodes and functions into basic 
network building blocks. Network appliances 
like firewalls can now be virtualized in a physical 
host. Virtualization will even reach your car, as 
workloads are handled in a VDI-like fashion.

“There’s no end to what applications 
can be moved to a virtual environment,”     
Thiyagarajah says.

Extending the value 
of virtualization

According to Joe Martin, consulting systems 
engineer with Cisco, virtual performance 
is dependent on a “three-legged stool” of 
components within the physical machine: 
processor core count, LAN and storage input/
output (I/O), and available random access 
memory (RAM).

VIRTUALIZATION’S
“THREE-LEGGED 
STOOL”

“Cores are critical to being able to slice up 
jobs inside a server,” Martin says. Processors 
exist with as many as 18 physical cores today, 
and Intel’s Hyper-Threading technology allows 
more than one VM to run on a single core 
efficiently. That has a direct relationship to 
density, or the number of virtualized workloads 
that can run on a single physical host machine. 
Multisocket servers can boast up to as many 
as 120 logical cores today. And that has an 
impact on total cost of ownership, Martin says.

Virtualization performance isn’t dependent 
on the processor alone. “If you can afford it, 
go ahead and buy the biggest and baddest 
hardware,” says Microsoft’s principal program 
manager for cloud and enterprise,

Jeff Woolsey. But the key is balance among 
those three legs of the stool. “Make the biggest 
investment you can in memory,” Woolsey 
says—it has a huge impact on performance.

The Cisco UCS platform offers up to a 
massive 6TB of RAM per server. There is also 
a sophisticated Windows PowerShell toolkit 
to allow the automation and configuration 
of the physical infrastructure, along with the 
host operating system, Hyper-V environment, 
and applications, through Microsoft’s System 
Center management platform suite. System 
Center profiles and balances virtual machines 
on servers for the best performance “to make 
sure you don’t try to put 10 pounds into a five-
pound bag,” Martin says.
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